Control Excessive Anger before it Controls Your Life
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Introduction

There is usually a public misconception between anger, aggression, and hostility. Anger is a sense of emotion that ranges from the standard reaction of mild irritation to the intense response of fury and rage. Anger becomes a dilemma if it felt too intensely, frequently, expressed inappropriately and associated with extreme physical/mental strain on the individual. On the other hand, aggression is an often-violent behavior that causes harm or injury to another person or property. While, hostility, is a set of attitude and judgement that motivates aggressive behaviors [1].

The purpose of the paper presentation is to develop, control and transform negative thoughts to enable you to stop feeding pain and bad emotional habits. Consequently, uncontrolled anger can create problems at work, personal relationships, and overall excellence in life. Untreated outrage may lead to a terrible feeling of unpredictable and influential emotion [1].

There are different kinds of anger expression; if the client has depressed and permanent anxiety status and unknowingly complains about their state of anger (Buried anger). While another rage presentation is trying to suppress and hide anger from their surrounding (Hidden anger). Whereas, impulsive outrage demonstrates a short temper and frequent explosive bursts of violence. Intentional outrage is the passion used deliberately to frighten, offend and bully others. Similarly, habitual anger is the use of aggressive and often violent emotion in everyday life. On the other hand, defensive outrage is the use of passion as a defense skill to protect against hurtful comment or experience while righteous anger is the source of excitement that is moral and can be justified [2].

Anger consists of five different interacting events: external events, internal cognitive events, internal emotional events, internal physiological events, which ultimately lead to behavioral reactions (Figure 1) [3-5]. However, much individual/public harm and cost can arise from inappropriate expression of anger [6].

Figure 1: Anger consists of 5 interacting events.
demonstrates a very angry and explosive loss of control and suffers negative consequences (assaults others, aggressive unresponsive behaviour, arrested by the police) (Figure 2) [10].

There is always a lag point for anger escalation as it moves up the scale, it provides the patient with the chance to learn and practice practical coping skills, to stop anger from escalating to a 10 [10].

**Anger Triggers (External Event)**

Anger triggers are specific events that provoke anger escalation; these sensitive red flags may continuously recall. The anger triggers vary from person to person, what triggers anger in one person, may not necessarily unleash anger in another person [1,10].

**Cues (Internal Cognitive, Emotional, Physical/Physiological, Behavioral)**

There are four essential signals of an anger-provoking event. These signs are divided into physical (physiological), cognitive (thought), emotional (feeling) and behavioural (act). However, physical which means how the body responds to anger (e.g. increased heart rate, flushed face, hot feeling, chest tightness, and boiling sensation). While emotional cues describe the person’s attitude to anger (e.g. expressing fear, hurt, jealousy, disrespect), also, cognitive signals indicate what a person thinks in response to anger (e.g. conveying hostile self-talk, images of aggression and revenge). While behavioural cues are the person’s reaction to anger (e.g. making fists clench, raise voice tone, and stare looking) [1,10].

**Anger Strategies in Primary Care (Control Plan)**

A. Immediate strategies: includes several methods that patients can practice before anger escalation; timeouts, relaxation, talking to a friend (someone you trust) and the thought to stop.

B. Preventive strategies: includes developing a regular exercise program and changing irrational beliefs by using the A-B-C-D model.

C. Knowing the aggression cycle (escalation-explosive-post-explosive phases).

D. Using the conflict resolution model to express anger.

E. Using the assertive model to express anger.

F. Exploring primary feelings beneath the anger.

**Timeouts**

Timeouts describe leaving a scene that has provoked anger, stopping an argument or discussion, taking a few deep breaths, going for a walk, calling a trusted colleague or family member, and thinking rather than reacting. The use of family or coworkers’ timeout is by having an agreement or a prearranged plan in the heat of the moment [11].

A timeout is also useful when used with other strategies.
Change irrational beliefs; by challenging, and changing irrational beliefs to rational belief, using the A-B-C-D Model (rational-emotive model) \cite{11}.

**Recognize aggression cycle**

This consists of three phases: Escalation, Explosion, and Post Explosion (Figure 4).

The patient should recognize the early warning signs and symptoms of the escalating period to prevent reaching the explosion, aggression phase at an early stage. If anger is building up, it will worsen to the explosion phase which is manifested by an irrepressible anger release, which is often exhibited as verbal abuse or physical aggression, threats, or violent acts. The post-explosion phase is characterised by the negative consequences of the explosion, which negatively impacts social life, family relationship, friend rapport, work collegiality; notify police, damage to property, and feelings of guilt, shame, and regret \cite{11}.

**Assertive Conflict Resolution Model**

Unhealthy conflict management can lead to negative emotions; wounded feelings, discomfort, frustration, irreparable cracks, anger, bitterness, emotional scars and break-ups. On the contrary, when conflict is
resolved positively, it increases understanding between partners, builds trust, and reinforces strong relationship bonds [11].

Below are 16 Steps for effective assertive conflict resolution to address an escalating situation [1,11].

1. Don’t respond too quickly to avoid negative communication.
2. Understand innate anger and identify accompanied feelings before you undertake any action. First, ask yourself if it’s an appropriate and justified reaction to the situation? Alternatively, is it caused by something from the past?
3. Manage innate stress quickly, however, remain alert and calm.
4. Pay attention to the spoken and unspoken feelings of others.
5. Ensure realistic thinking about the rights of you and others, and decide on what you want to do, to say and what’s fair to all parties or being the target of a confrontation. Seek the second opinion from a third party.
6. Plan for a successful meeting by picking an appropriate time and place where; both parties feel comfortable and where there are enough privacy and no interruption.
7. Identifying the specific problem that gives rise to conflict.
8. Determining whether to resolve the conflict or let it go by first asking if it is essential to bring it up?
9. Control your temper, emotions and negative behaviour without intimidating, frightening, or punish-
10. Don’t let an aggressive tone distract you from the main message; divert attention by observing the tone of the voice to have an effective communication to avoid provoking defensiveness and hostility.
11. Addressing and resolving the conflict by scheduling a time to speak about the issue, describe how do recognize it and how it can be determined.
12. Maintain positive verbal and body language. Being assertive means respecting the rights of others and valuing the dignity of others. Don’t let passive or nervous body language weaken the positive message being projected. By being calm, you can maintain eye contact, speak clearly and slowly.
13. Use ‘I’ Statements Instead of ‘You’ Statements. By using a clear statement of facts, “I” statements are perceived to be less hostile than “you” statements which is more inflammatory and can lead to nonproductive disagreeing discussion.
14. Don’t talk too much and learn to listen attentively. Put your personal feelings aside and try to understand the point of view of the other person.
15. Ensure you respect the differences and views of others. By avoiding rude words and actions, you can almost always resolve a problem faster.
16. End the meeting with a ‘Thank You’ Whatever the outcome, thank the other person for taking the time to meet with you.

The patient needs two crucial core skills to successfully manage conflict; first, the ability to decrease their own stress, second, to remain calm, even during an argument or perceived attack, in other to stay stable, attentive, and in control. If the person is very stressed, he/she may be unable to interpret the other person’s nonverbal communication, unable to hear attentively, unable to be aware of the other person’s feeling and the likes [1,11].

Stress may be a chronic problem in a patient; which may make them feel tensed or tight in the body, unaware of breathing techniques, and decrease their ability to pay attention [11].

The patients will response to conflict either in healthy or unhealthy way of resolving the conflict (Table 1).

Use an Assertive Method to Express Anger

Sometimes, the patient reacts passively, or suffers silently or act in a nonassertive manner or become very angry with themselves and with trivial things from others.

The patient should act assertively with regards to their rights and the rights of other people’s feelings, thoughts, and beliefs; it is a learned skill and not inherited [1,11].
Explore Primary Feelings Beneath the Anger

The patient should understand their passion, emotion and the underlying causes, not blaming others for his/her anger. Consider the unhealthy, accumulated, and unresolved past conflicts, recognize their permanent emotional scars from their lousy experience from others. Searching for actual causes is of paramount importance for the source of anger, frustration, and unhappiness from unskilled conflict management [1,12].

Seeking professional assistance

The use of procedure of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and Cognitive Therapy (CT): Use of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and Cognitive Therapy (CT) as an approach to control anger; the treatment aims to help individuals to identify, interpret and use healthy reaction to manage their anger. CBT approaches have many successful and proven uses in reducing violence in various populations [12,13].

The use of enhanced emotional awareness: The patient will become more aware of better recognition and understanding of anger-provoking stimuli, enhance healthy automatic response to emotional experience, hence an improved attitude towards dealing with internal and external cues to anger [4,13].

The use of stimulus control and response disruption strategies: The patients are trained to use avoidance or to try to engage in other activity to lessen or remove provocative anger state and in reducing their role in angry outbursts (e.g. leaving the room or engaging in physical, mental and behavioral distraction) [4,13].

The use relaxation interventions: The patients are trained to use self-control and learning multiple organized anger relaxation methods. Developing calmness by visualizing anger scenes and use a combination of habitual relaxation coping skills effective in reducing anger and general anxiety [4,13].

The use Stress Inoculation Training (SIT): Here the approach in generating interest in self-instruction training. SIT has some steps; first, make an anger diary and record anger frequency, intensity, cues and triggers [14,15].

Secondly, try to explore errors and false belief in the clients’ thinking, third, arousal reduction techniques by using many relaxation methods. Fourth, use training in behavioral coping skills, finally, the use of rehearsal and transfer activities [15].

The use of behavioral skill building/social skills training: Improve patient’s social and behavioral skills by improving anger management and conflict management. These skills are effective in reducing negatively reinforced responses from immoral anger management [15].

The use of Problem Solving Skills (PSS): Problem-Solving (PSS) is an established methodology to solve a problem, it includes; problem description, creating alternative courses of multiple solutions, implementing the best available solution. It encourages patients to develop a systematic appraisal of Aggression Replacement Training (ART) [16,17].

The use of Cognitive Analytic Therapy (CAT): A “recognition” phase; that patient’s difficulties and their unhelpful coping mechanisms will be understood. A “revision” stage, where the patients, are trained on alternative strategies. A “termination” stage is considered, and an ending is facilitated [18-20].

Conclusion

The patient needs to admit that he/she has an anger problem and needs to work on it. The patient should learn timeouts, breath exercises and practice progressive muscle relaxation. Also, the patient must identify the trigger and signs of anger, and not ignore the feeling of anger. Patients should constructively vent their anger and seek professional help.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmful Reactions</th>
<th>Well Reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An inability to recognize and respond to another partner.</td>
<td>The capacity to understand and return to another partner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy reactions (Explosive, irritated, wounding, and insulted reactions).</td>
<td>Healthy reactions (Calm, non-distrustful, and humble reactions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The unhealthy consequences of conflict are a loss of love, rejection, separation, embarrassing, and fear of refusal.</td>
<td>A readiness to excuse and forget, without holding irritations or anger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An inability to finding the middle ground or listen to the other person’s opinion.</td>
<td>The ability to seek to find the middle ground and avoid punishing partner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The reluctance to settle conflict; the expectation of adverse outcomes.</td>
<td>A belief that facing conflict face-to-face is the most elegant thing for both partners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>